Kevin & Christine Yu – The Manor House at Commonwealth – January 11, 2014 – Silver Sound DJ Binh Nguyen
My wife and I used Binh Nguyen from Silver Sound for our wedding in January 2014 and could not be happier with
our experience.
Finding Our DJ:
One of our must haves for our wedding was to have an incredible DJ. After spending far too much time looking into
many different DJ companies, we reached out to Silver Sound along with four other companies. Silver Sound
responded with a website link that had a list of DJs who were available for our wedding date. The website was very
easy to use and allowed us to learn all about the DJs, including mix samples, equipment, and specialties. After
reviewing the list of DJs, we chose to schedule an
interview with Binh.
In our initial interview with Binh, he showed up
completely dressed up. We initially thought he was
heading to another gig afterwards, only to find out
months later that he was dressed specifically for our
interview. We spent well over an hour learning all
about him and Silver Sound. What separated Binh from
the other DJs we met was the fact that he did not do a
hard sale on himself or Silver Sound. Instead, he took
the time to understand what we wanted in our DJ and
our wedding night. We left that meeting knowing we
had found our DJ.
Wedding Planning:
Silver Sound and Binh made the wedding planning process incredibly easy. Their website took care of everything...
where we could provide our playlist, wedding details, bridal shower names, do not play list, and so much more. Binh
remained in close contact throughout the process and was quick to respond to emails and phone calls. A week prior
to our wedding, he arranged for a video conference to go over all the final details. He was extremely helpful in
providing suggestions for our night.
Wedding Day:
By the time we arrived at the reception, he was already
set up in the reception hall and had music playing in our
cocktail hour room. He was really patient and
professional in working with our roudy party, and did an
amazing job introducing our family and wedding party.
His music selection for dinner hour was perfect and
exactly what we wanted, despite the fact that we provided
him very little direction. For the dancing portion of the
night, Binh played every song we put on our list, and
even managed to fit in a most of the songs that we and
our guests requested on the spot. His mixing abilities
were mind blowing, at times, mixing three different songs together. The dance floor never emptied at any point in the
night. Many of our guests were saying that they wished we had another hour to keep dancing. A number of our
friends and family also approached us asking for his contact information.
Summary:
Words cannot express just how great Binh was. Everything from his professionalism to his DJ abilities was
everything that we wanted. He is very well-spoken, accommodating, and personable. You can tell he has extensive
experience working at many different types of weddings, as he was able to provide us with much-appreciated
recommendations.
We highly endorse Binh to anyone looking for the perfect DJ, and thank him and Silver Sound for helping us create a
night we will remember for the rest of our lives.

